
two separate operating positions for the Amateur Band
Emergency equipment are also being requested.

No dates are available at this time on the completion
of the building or the moving and installation of the EOC
equipment. but Ward expects the need to call for volunteers
&om the club to assist in the effort when the time comes.

Brewster County will furnish the pad and have hardware
installed to support the tower, however the erection of the
tower will be done by BBARC. We will need a work crew of
volunteers to assist with the erection.

The communications EOC at the Alpine Police
Department. owned and maintained by the BBARC, will
continue to be maintained as a back up and for more localized
situations. Also in the event there is a disruption of the
telephone "911" emergency services in the area, it will be the
EOC at the PD that will be activated.

Several years ago the "911" service was knocked out
a number of times as the phone circuits were being moved
over to fiber-optic cables. A cable somewhere between
Monohans and Odessa would be cut and the effect would be a

loss oflong distance service in a region south ofFt. Stockton,
and the re-routing of all ''911'' calls in that area to the Alpine
dispatcher at the Alpine PD Office. All "911" calls in our area
&om, and including Ft. Stockton and communities south of I-
I0 in our area would come into the Alpine PD. When that
happened, amateur radio service would be set up in the cities
affected and &om our EOC we would relay the emergency
messages to the other cities. This is one reason we keep an
EOC maintained at the Alpine PD.

- BBARC EOC AT ALPINE PD OFFICE -
Bob Ayer, KA1AAJ brought up the point that no one

has visited the club's EOC located at the Alpine PD building.
Of concern was the condition of the batteries. Estimating 2
years since anyone inspected the site. The batteries might be
permanently dead &om extended discharge condition or
destroyed &om water evaporation under a continued charging
condition without monitoring. He suggested a visit to, and
inspection and testing of the EOC should be conducted
sometime soon.

[NOTE: On October 27,2009, Ward and Baker
activated the Brewster County and Big Bend Regional
Medical Center EOCs for the monthly K5PSA emergency net.
Afterward they inspected and tested the BBARC/City of
Alpine EOC. The power supply was on, all radios functioned
properly, 3 oz. of water was added to one of the twelve battery
cells. of the two batteries, All equipment functioned on battery
power only, and the last entry in the log was November 27,
2007 when KAIAAJ and W5A TO checked on batteries.]

MAS-O-MENOS
MAYBE NO MAS

Editorial from WSATO

On October 26, 2009, Desert Sports of Terlingua sent
an e-mail to WA5ROE and W5ATO notifying them of a
memo they had posted to their website. In the memo they say

After over 20 years as a mountain bike race course, we here
at Desert Sports have finally been unable to secure satisfactory
agreements with all ofthe land owners along this route. We

can no longer present the event that you have come to know,
love, and to anticipate."

In comments directed to their sponsors in the same
memo they say we'll be back soon, with something new
and exciting, and we'll be looking for your support for our
next mountain bike adventure in West Texas."

In their e-mail to us they say "We may still try to do
some sort of ride event in February of201O, but it will not be
the race we have been producing. This has all happened in the
last couple of days and we are in the process of tiguring out
what we are going to do next."

We will stay in touch with Mike Long to see what
they do. lfthey put something together, it will be put together
rather quickly and mayor may not call for communications
support. I, for one, will hold my options open for taking off on
Presidents Day weekend this February, iffor no other reason
than to go down and visit. We will only have 3 more meetings
before that time. Coordinating an event in such a short time,
the tinal pieces may not get put together until very near the
last minute.

l{final deUiilspre not ready until after the December
news letter, and if Mike and Desert Sports do get something
worked out. we will make every attempt to get the word out
through the 3922 Sunday morning net. the BBARC
Wednesday evening net. bye-mail and by telephone.

Can we reach you bye-mail? Do we have your
current e-mail address? Please see the last section in this
article.

In a supplement to our February 24, 2009 BARK we
reported on the history of this mountain bike event. It started
in February 1988 as the Big Bend Chihuahuan Desert Classic
and was organized by Desert Sports and the Lajitas Resort.
BBARC supported that event and the Big Bend Bash off road
rally both that same weekend. In 1989 the event took on the
name Chihuahuan Desert Challenge and continued through
2002. The course was similar to the one that Mas-o-Menos
used, but the startltinish line was in &ont of the Lajitas Resort
Hotel in Lajitas.

By 2003 Lajitas Resort changed ownership and the
new owners were less concerned with local community
activities and more concerned with attracting tourists in the 8
tigure and above financial class. The Chihuahuan Desert
Challenge would no longer be hosted in Lajitas.

It took Mike Long, of Desert Sports, a year to
coordinate all the necessary arrangements. And while demand
forced him to organize a few desert mountain rides and
activities, there was no organized race in 2003.

Mas-o-Menos began in February 2004 and has run,
with the support of BBARC, every year through 2009. That is
20 years of support over the past 21 years.

Mike Long and Desert Sports went through this upset
7 years ago, and they say they will do something again this
time. Events like this don't get organized overnight and it
takes 2 to 3 years before they get sanctioned by national or
international organizations. Maybe Desert Sports will
reorganize a desert mountain bike event to contend for
organized sanctioning, or maybe they will put together some
other type of desert mountain bike event that mayor may not
be nationally sanctioned, but will still attract hundreds of
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